
Intro to Google 
Sheets

All content on GCFAprendeLibre.org® is available free of 
charge at https://edu.gcfglobal.org/en/googlespreadsheets/

Day 2
We acknowledge that we are located on Treaty One Territory and in 
the heartland of the Métis Nation. We recognize the mistakes of the 
past and believe in reconciliation, cooperation and moving forward 
in partnership with Indigenous communities.

https://edu.gcfglobal.org/en/googlespreadsheets/


What is Tech Manitoba
Why is this free?

• Tech Manitoba is a not-for-profit that aims to 
help the tech industry in Manitoba flourish

• TechMB’s digital literacy program provides free 
computer courses

• Federal funding allows us to provide these 
courses for free: to help us continue to get 
funding, please complete the survey after the 
course



Introduction
[Instructor Name]
[Intructor email]



Students 
Introduction

● What is your name?
● Country of origin?
● Occupation?
● What do you expect to learn?



Housekeeping tasks

● Registration Forms - Please fill out if not done already
● Media Release agreement – Please read and sign if you are willing to be photographed
● End of Course Survey - Will be done after completion of the course
● You MUST complete the survey at the end of the course to receive your certificate. Please 

complete this survey as it allows us to get funding from the government and continue 
delivering these free courses

● You will need to be signed into Google for this course
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Learning Outcomes for this course

● Create simple and complex formulas
● Know the mathematical order of operations
● Learn how to use relative and absolute cell references
● Create functions
● Sort and filter data



Discussion

• What are some advanced Sheets 
functions you would like to learn?



Creating simple formulas
Formulas can be used to automatically perform 
computations on cell values. All formulas begin with an 
equals sign (=). Sheets uses standard operators for 
formulas:

Most formulas will refer to 
other cells. 
In this example, cell A1 is 
added to A2. Note how the 
formula automatically 
updates the value to 11
when the value in A1 is 
changed to 8.



Creating simple formulas

Here are some 
additional examples of 
simple formulas:

1. Select the cell that will display 
the calculated value

2. Type = and the cell address or
click the cell(s) you want to 
reference

3. Type the operator and then type or
click the second cell to be referenced

4. Hit Enter. 
Done!



Practice!

● Open the example file and click File > Make a copy
● Select the Challenge sheet
● In Cell D4, create a formula that multiplies cells B4 and C4. Be sure to use 

cell references
● Use the fill handle or copy and paste to copy the formula to cells D5 and 

D6
● In cell D7, create a formula that adds cells D4, D5, and D6
● Change the quantity in cell B4 to 15. You should also see cells D4 and D7 

change

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1CgVTIhvBNdVQnNdAq0YmQij0z5qSSPORd98WNMSxYXs/edit


The spreadsheet should look 
something like this when you’re done:



Creating complex formulas

Complex formulas have multiple operators. You will need to 
know the order of operations to use complex formulas

Please Excuse My Dear Aunt Sally

1. Anything in Parenthesis is 
calculated first

2. Next exponents are calculated
3. Then multiplication, then division
4. Then addition, then subtraction



Creating complex formulas: example

Cell D6 contains a formula that calculates sales tax by adding 
the prices together and multiplying by the 5.5% tax rate (0.055)

1. First the values inside parentheses
are added: (D3+D4+D5) = $274.10

2. Then $274.10 is multiplied by the 
tax rate: $274.10*0.055 = $15.08

It’s very important to follow the order of 
operations. If parentheses are not 
included, the multiplication is calculated 
first, and the result is incorrect



Creating complex formulas

1. Select the cell that will display 
the calculated value

2. Enter your formula. In this 
example, =B3*C3+B4*C4

This is the order of operations:
1. B3*C3: 2.79 * 35 = 97.65
2. B4*C4: 2.29 * 20 = 45.80
3. 97.65 + 45.80 = 143.45

3. Hit Enter. 
Done!



Practice!

● Open the example file and click File > Make a copy
● Select the Challenge sheet. We will use complex formulas to apply some 

discounts
● In cell D6, create a formula that calculates the total using the 20% off 

discount (hint: 80% of the total will remain)
● In cell D7, create a formula that calculates the total using the $30 off 

discount

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1302SuCoRhZVeKMuEeH9b53Iu8VxlwXP_hokSuuS66yE/edit


The spreadsheet should look 
something like this when you’re done:



Relative references

Sheets predicts how you will want a formula to change if you 
copy it to a new row or column. If you copy the formula 
=A1+B1 from row 1 to row 2, the formula will become =A2+B2

1. Enter the formula, =B4*C4 
in this example, and hit 
Enter

2. Drag the fill handle to the 
cells you want to copy to (or 
use copy and paste)

3. Done! The formula will be 
copied with relative references

Make sure to check the copied formulas for accuracy!



Absolute references

Say you want to copy a formula but you don’t want Sheets to use 
relative references for a particular value. In this example we’ll 
use cell E2 to calculate 7.5% sales tax for each item in column D

1. Enter the formula, 
=(B4*C4)*$E$2 in this example. 
$E$2 is an absolute reference to cell 
E2 and won’t change when the 
formula is copied

2. Drag the fill handle to the 
cells you want to copy to (or 
use copy and paste)

3. Done! $E$2 will remain the 
same in every formula, while 
the column B and C cells will 
change as relative references 



Practice!

● Open the example file and click File > Make a copy
● Select the Challenge sheet
● In cell D4, create a formula that will calculate how much the customer 

would save on each item by multiplying the unit price by the quantity, and 
then applying discount shown in cell E2

● Use the fill handle or copy and paste to copy the formula you created in 
the previous step to cells D5:D12

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1LUx_UUXlP6h_CYDSe6kFXn0-C6lmSYcx5mndrQG1jeQ/edit


The spreadsheet should look 
something like this when you’re done:



Working with functions

Functions are predefined formulas included in Sheets: some 
common examples include sum, average, count, max, & min
A function is applied to an argument(s), which is just a fancy 
term for a cell or group of cells 
Find a complete list of functions here or in Sheets: 

https://support.google.com/docs/table/25273?hl=en


Working with functions: examples

Function with a single argument: this 
function will average cells B1:B9
Note that functions must use 
parentheses

Function with multiple arguments: this 
function will add cells in all 3 arguments 
Note that multiple arguments must be 
separated by commas



Creating a function

Manual method:
1. Enter the function in the cell that 
will display the calculated value, 
=SUM(D3:D12) in this example

2. Hit Enter. Done! D3:D12 is summed

Using the Functions button:
1. Select the cell range you want to 
include in the argument, D3:D12 in 
this example

2. Click the Functions 
button and select the 
desired function. The 
function will appear. 
Hit Enter. Done!



Practice!

● Open the example file and click File > Make a copy
● Select the Challenge sheet
● Fix the formula in cell C10 so it finds the average number of units sold by 

all the troops
● In cell C11, write a function that will find the total amount of units sold by 

all the troops
● In cell C12, write a function that will find the largest number of units sold 

by a troop

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1886Wa-SPcxmgwfUkW5zO5OoGqLL1BIqRcwfGC3okibc/edit


The spreadsheet should look 
something like this when you’re done:



Sorting and filtering data

Sorting and filtering is a useful way to reorganize data in your 
spreadsheet
Maybe you want to view items in your budget over a certain 
value, or filter out everyone who hasn’t responded to your 
survey
Sort sheet: organizes your entire 
spreadsheet by one column. In this 
example, the Name column has been 
sorted to display names in alphabetical 
order

Sort range: organizes data only within a 
selected range of cells. In this example, 
only the dates have been sorted, leaving 
the rest of the spreadsheet the same



Sorting a sheet

1. Freeze the header row so the 
header labels aren’t included in the 
sort

2. Choose the column to sort by and 
click a cell in the column

In this example, we will sort a sheet alphabetically by last name

3. Click Data and select how to sort. 
We’ll use Sort Sheet by column, A-Z

4. Done! The sheet will be sorted



Sorting a cell range

1. Select the cell range you want to 
sort. In our example, G3:H6

2. Click Data and select Sort range

In this example, we will sort a secondary table in a T-shirt order 
form to sort the number of shirts that were ordered by class

3. Select the column you wish to 
sort by and how to sort. We’ll use 
Column H and descending (Z -> A)

4. Done! The 
range will be 
sorted from 
highest to 
lowest



Creating a filter
1. Freeze the header row so the 
header labels aren’t included in the 
filter

2. Click any cell that contains data

3. Click the Filter button

4. A drop-down menu appears in 
each column header

5. Click the drop-down menu for the column 
you want to filter. In our example, we’ll filter 
to view only certain types of equipment. Done!



Practice!

● Open the example file and click File > Make a copy
● Select the Equipment log
● Freeze row 1
● Sort the spreadsheet by the Checked Out date from the most recent to the 

oldest (hint: sort by Column D from Z -> A)
● Sort the range A2:F9 by column B from A -> Z (hint: make sure the box 

next to “data has header row” is unchecked)
● Filter the spreadsheet so it only shows equipment that has never been 

checked in (hint: filter column E to show cells that are empty)

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1C7HnLNaywXdMBDG1zk31F_ZiFJjRKUfCd26pSrBrDFQ/edit


The spreadsheet should look 
something like this when you’re done:



Questions?
If you would like a copy of this presentation, please let 
the instructor know and we will be happy to share.



Please complete 
the survey! You 
must complete the 
survey to receive 
your certificate and have 
a chance to win 
a free desktop computer.


